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Project Summary

This project requires students to create a basic website using html code to inform 
users about a specific artists.
   

Home Page will include attention grabbing information about the artist and will 
inform the users about the purpose of  the web page.

about tHe artiSt Page will include information about the artist and his life prior 
to his artistic works. ie, general information about early life,  and education.

Portfolio Page will include the artists portfolio and work using an html gallery.
AwardS Page will have information retaining the awards the artist has won over 
his life.

AUDIENCE USER

The audience for this page will be a wide range of  anyone who would be inter-
ested in viewing information about the artists Roy Liechtenstein.  All ages and 
audiences.

PERCEPTION/TONE
Clean, modern, accessible

STYLE SHEET

fontS Arial, Garamond
ColorS #fff, #000, #ff000, #000fff  (Primary Colors)

menu

The menus will be accessible throughout the entire web site on the right as a 
column. The code will be written using CSS and div tags.

artiSt

The artists this site will be dedicated to will be Roy Liechtenstein. The site will 
focus on his life his awards and his portfolio. 

CLIENT BRIEF
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Arial Arial Bold
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

Garamond Garamond Bold
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

NEUTRA DISPLAY MEDIUM
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

ColorS 
#fff, #000, #ff000, #000fff  (Primary Colors) #7800000

STYLES
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IMAGES

banner

Home Page bio Page Home Page
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Early Life
Roy Lichtenstein was born in Manhattan into an upper-middle-
class New York City family and attended public school until 
the age of  12. He then enrolled at Manhattan’s Franklin School 
for Boys, remaining there for his secondary education. Art 
was not included in the school’s curriculum; Lichtenstein first 
became interested in art and design as a hobby. He was an avid 
jazz fan, often attending concerts at the Apollo Theater in 
Harlem. He frequently drew portraits of  the musicians playing 
their instruments. After graduation from Franklin, Lichten-
stein enrolled in summer classes at the Art Students League of  
New York, where he worked under the tutelage of  Reginald 
Marsh. Lichtenstein then left New York to study at the Ohio 
State University, which offered studio courses and a degree 
in fine arts. His studies were interrupted by a three-year stint 
in the army during and after World War II between 1943 and 
1946. Lichtenstein returned home to visit his dying father and 
was discharged from the army under the G.I. Bill. Returning to 
studies in Ohio under the supervision of  one of  his teachers, 
Hoyt L. Sherman, who is widely regarded to have had a signifi-
cant impact on his future work (Lichtenstein would later name 
a new studio he funded at OSU as the Hoyt L. Sherman Stu-
dio Art Center). Lichtenstein entered the graduate program at 
Ohio State and was hired as an art instructor. In 1949 Lichten-

stein received a M.F.A. degree from the Ohio State University 
and in the same year married Isabel Wilson (divorced 1965). 
In 1951 Lichtenstein had his first one-man exhibition at the 
Carlebach Gallery in New York.

He moved to Cleveland in the same year, where he remained 
for six years, although he frequently travelled back to New 
York. During this time he undertook jobs as varied as a drafts-
man to a window decorator in between periods of  painting. 
His work at this time fluctuated between Cubism and Expres-
sionism. In 1954 his first son, David Hoyt Lichtenstein, now 
a songwriter, was born. He then had his second son, Mitchell 
Lichtenstein in 1956. In 1957 he moved back to upstate New 
York and began teaching again. It was at this time that he 
adopted the Abstract Expressionism style, a late convert to this 
style of  painting.

Rise To Fame
Lichtenstein began teaching in upstate New York at the State 
University of  New York at Oswego in 1958. However, the 
brutal upstate winters were taking a toll on him and his wife. In 
1960, he started teaching at Rutgers University where he was 
heavily influenced by Allan Kaprow, who was also a teacher 
at the University. This environment helped reignite his inter-

BODY COPY
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est in Proto-pop imagery. In 1961 Lichtenstein began his first 
pop paintings using cartoon images and techniques derived 
from the appearance of  commercial printing. This phase 
would continue to 1965, and included the use of  advertising 
imagery suggesting consumerism and homemaking. His first 
work to feature the large-scale use of  hard-edged figures and 
Ben-Day dots was Look Mickey (1961, National Gallery of  
Art, Washington, D.C.). This piece came from a challenge from 
one of  his sons, who pointed to a Mickey Mouse comic book 
and said; “I bet you can’t paint as good as that, eh, Dad?” In 
the same year he produced six other works with recognizable 
characters from gum wrappers and cartoons. In 1961 Leo Cas-
telli started displaying Lichtenstein’s work at his gallery in New 
York. Lichtenstein had his first one-man show at the Castelli 
gallery in 1962; the entire collection was bought by influential 
collectors before the show even opened. In September 1963 he 
took a leave of  absence from his teaching position at Douglass 
College at Rutgers.

Fame
girl It was at this time, that Lichtenstein began to find fame not 
just in America but worldwide. He moved back to New York 
to be at the center of  the art scene and resigned from Rutgers 
University in 1964 to concentrate on his painting. Lichtenstein 

used oil and Magna paint in his best known works, such as 
Drowning Girl (1963), which was appropriated from the lead 
story in DC Comics’ Secret Hearts #83. (Drowning Girl now 
hangs in the Museum of  Modern Art, New York.) Also featur-
ing thick outlines, bold colors and Ben-Day dots to represent 
certain colors, as if  created by photographic reproduction. 
Lichtenstein would say of  his own work: Abstract Expression-
ists “put things down on the canvas and responded to what 
they had done, to the color positions and sizes. My style looks 
completely different, but the nature of  putting down lines 
pretty much is the same; mine just don’t come out looking 
calligraphic, like Pollock’s or Kline’s.” Rather than attempt to 
reproduce his subjects, his work tackled the way mass media 
portrays them. Lichtenstein would never take himself  too 
seriously however: “I think my work is different from comic 
strips- but I wouldn’t call it transformation; I don’t think that 
whatever is meant by it is important to art”. When his work 
was first released, many art critics of  the time challenged its 
originality. More often than not they were making no attempt 
to be positive. Lichtenstein responded to such claims by offer-
ing responses such as the following: “The closer my work is 
to the original, the more threatening and critical the content. 
However, my work is entirely transformed in that my purpose 
and perception are entirely different. I think my paintings are 

BODY COPY CONTINUED...
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critically transformed, but it would be difficult to prove it by 
any rational line of  argument”. His most famous image is 
arguably Whaam! (1963, Tate Modern, London), one of  the 
earliest known examples of  pop art, adapted a comic-book 
panel from a 1962 issue of  DC Comics’ All-American Men of  
War. The painting depicts a fighter aircraft firing a rocket into 
an enemy plane, with a red-and-yellow explosion. The cartoon 
style is heightened by the use of  the onomatopoeic lettering 
“Whaam!” and the boxed caption “I pressed the fire control... 
and ahead of  me rockets blazed through the sky...” This dip-
tych is large in scale, measuring 1.7 x 4.0 m.

Art Work
Original comic book panel from All-American Men of  War 
#89, 1962 (DC Comics) Most of  his best-known artworks are 
relatively close, but not exact, copies of  comic book panels, 
a subject he largely abandoned in 1965. (He would occasion-
ally incorporate comics into his work in different ways in later 
decades.) These panels were originally drawn by such comics 
artists as Jack Kirby and DC Comics artists Russ Heath, Tony 
Abruzzo, Irv Novick, and Jerry Grandenetti, who rarely re-
ceived any credit. Jack Cowart, executive director of  the Li-
chtenstein Foundation, contests the notion that Lichtenstein 
was a copyist, saying: “Roy’s work was a wonderment of  the 

graphic formulae and the codification of  sentiment that had 
been worked out by others. The panels were changed in scale, 
color, treatment, and in their implications. There is no exact 
copy.” However, some have been critical of  Lichtenstein’s use 
of  comic-book imagery, especially insofar as that use has been 
seen as endorsement a patronising view of  comic by the art 
mainstream; noted comics author Art Spiegelman commented 
that “Lichtenstein did no more or less for comics than Andy 
Warhol did for soup.”

In 1967 his first museum retrospective exhibition was held at 
the Pasadena Art Museum in California. Also in this year his 
first solo exhibition in Europe was held at museums in Am-
sterdam, London, Bern and Hannover. He married his second 
wife, Dorothy Herzka in 1968.

In the 1970s and 1980s, his work began to loosen and expand 
on what he had done before. He produced a series of  “Artists 
Studios” which incorporated elements of  his previous work. 
A notable example being Artist’s Studio, Look Mickey (1973, 
Walker Art Center, Minneapolis) which incorporates five other 
previous works.

BODY COPY CONTINUED...
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Lichtenstein, Roy. Roy Lichtenstein Gallery 2002.
Artchive September 
http://www.artchive.com/artchive/L/lichtenstein/lichtenstein_blam.html

Lichtenstein, Roy Roy Lictenstein 2010
Wikipedia September 8th, 2010
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roy_Lichtenstein

CREDITS
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VALADATION



Help on the options is available. Revalidate

 Markup Validation Service
Check the markup (HTML, XHTML, …)  of  Web documents

Jump To: Validation Output

Errors found while checking this document as XHTML 1.0 Strict!
Result: 8 Errors, 12 warning(s)

File :
index.htmChoose File

Use the file selection box above if you wish to re-validate the uploaded file
index.htm

Encoding : utf-8 (detect automatically)

Doctype : XHTML 1.0 Strict (detect automatically)

Root Element: html

Root Namespace: http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml

The W3C validators are hosted on server technology donated by

HP, and supported by community donations.

Donate and help us build better tools for a better web.

Options

Show Source
Show Outline

List Messages Sequentially  Group Error
Messages by Type

Validate error pages Verbose Output
Clean up Markup with HTML Tidy

↑ TOP

Validation Output: 8 Errors

 Line 67, Column 59: cannot generate system identifier for general entity

9/2/2010 [Invalid] Markup Validation of index.ht…

http://validator.w3.org/check 1/7



"grid"

…findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr& g rid=8870256">Roy Lichtenstein Bio Page<…

An entity reference was found in the document, but there is no reference by that name
defined. Often this is caused by misspelling the reference name, unencoded ampersands,
or by leaving off the trailing semicolon (;). The most common cause of this error is
unencoded ampersands in URLs as described by the WDG in "Ampersands in URLs".

Entity references start with an ampersand (&) and end with a semicolon (;). If you want to
use a literal ampersand in your document you must encode it as "&amp;" (even inside
URLs!). Be careful to end entity references with a semicolon or your entity reference may
get interpreted in connection with the following text. Also keep in mind that named entity
references are case-sensitive; &Aelig; and &aelig; are different characters.

If this error appears in some markup generated by PHP's session handling code, this
article has explanations and solutions to your problem.

Note that in most documents, errors related to entity references will trigger up to 5
separate messages from the Validator. Usually these will all disappear when the original
problem is fixed.

 Line 67, Column 59: general entity "grid" not defined and no default entity

…findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr& g rid=8870256">Roy Lichtenstein Bio Page<…

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 67, Column 63: reference not terminated by REFC delimiter

…ndagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&grid = 8870256">Roy Lichtenstein Bio Page</a>

If you meant to include an entity that starts with "&", then you should terminate it with ";".
Another reason for this error message is that you inadvertently created an entity by failing
to escape an "&" character just before this text.

 Line 67, Column 63: reference to external entity in attribute value

…ndagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&grid = 8870256">Roy Lichtenstein Bio Page</a>

This is generally the sign of an ampersand that was not properly escaped for inclusion in
an attribute, in a href for example. You will need to escape all instances of '&' into
'&amp;'.

 Line 67, Column 63: reference to entity "grid" for which no system identifier

✉

✉

✉

✉

9/2/2010 [Invalid] Markup Validation of index.ht…

http://validator.w3.org/check 2/7



could be generated

…ndagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&grid = 8870256">Roy Lichtenstein Bio Page</a>

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 67, Column 58: entity was defined here

….findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr & grid=8870256">Roy Lichtenstein Bio Page…

 Line 73, Column 76: cannot generate system identifier for general entity
"line"

…permanentart/permart.html?agency=NYCT& l ine=P&station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenst…

An entity reference was found in the document, but there is no reference by that name
defined. Often this is caused by misspelling the reference name, unencoded ampersands,
or by leaving off the trailing semicolon (;). The most common cause of this error is
unencoded ampersands in URLs as described by the WDG in "Ampersands in URLs".

Entity references start with an ampersand (&) and end with a semicolon (;). If you want to
use a literal ampersand in your document you must encode it as "&amp;" (even inside
URLs!). Be careful to end entity references with a semicolon or your entity reference may
get interpreted in connection with the following text. Also keep in mind that named entity
references are case-sensitive; &Aelig; and &aelig; are different characters.

If this error appears in some markup generated by PHP's session handling code, this
article has explanations and solutions to your problem.

Note that in most documents, errors related to entity references will trigger up to 5
separate messages from the Validator. Usually these will all disappear when the original
problem is fixed.

 Line 73, Column 76: general entity "line" not defined and no default entity

…permanentart/permart.html?agency=NYCT& l ine=P&station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenst…

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 73, Column 80: reference not terminated by REFC delimiter

…anentart/permart.html?agency=NYCT&line = P&station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein …

✉

✉

✉

✉

9/2/2010 [Invalid] Markup Validation of index.ht…
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If you meant to include an entity that starts with "&", then you should terminate it with ";".
Another reason for this error message is that you inadvertently created an entity by failing
to escape an "&" character just before this text.

 Line 73, Column 80: reference to external entity in attribute value

…anentart/permart.html?agency=NYCT&line = P&station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein …

This is generally the sign of an ampersand that was not properly escaped for inclusion in
an attribute, in a href for example. You will need to escape all instances of '&' into
'&amp;'.

 Line 73, Column 80: reference to entity "line" for which no system identifier
could be generated

…anentart/permart.html?agency=NYCT&line = P&station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein …

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 73, Column 75: entity was defined here

…/permanentart/permart.html?agency=NYCT & line=P&station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtens…

 Line 73, Column 83: cannot generate system identifier for general entity
"station"

…ntart/permart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P& station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Pub…

An entity reference was found in the document, but there is no reference by that name
defined. Often this is caused by misspelling the reference name, unencoded ampersands,
or by leaving off the trailing semicolon (;). The most common cause of this error is
unencoded ampersands in URLs as described by the WDG in "Ampersands in URLs".

Entity references start with an ampersand (&) and end with a semicolon (;). If you want to
use a literal ampersand in your document you must encode it as "&amp;" (even inside
URLs!). Be careful to end entity references with a semicolon or your entity reference may
get interpreted in connection with the following text. Also keep in mind that named entity
references are case-sensitive; &Aelig; and &aelig; are different characters.

If this error appears in some markup generated by PHP's session handling code, this
article has explanations and solutions to your problem.

Note that in most documents, errors related to entity references will trigger up to 5
separate messages from the Validator. Usually these will all disappear when the original

✉

✉

✉

9/2/2010 [Invalid] Markup Validation of index.ht…
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problem is fixed.

 Line 73, Column 83: general entity "station" not defined and no default entity

…ntart/permart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P& station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Pub…

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 73, Column 90: reference not terminated by REFC delimiter

…ermart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P&station = 2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art…

If you meant to include an entity that starts with "&", then you should terminate it with ";".
Another reason for this error message is that you inadvertently created an entity by failing
to escape an "&" character just before this text.

 Line 73, Column 90: reference to external entity in attribute value

…ermart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P&station = 2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art…

This is generally the sign of an ampersand that was not properly escaped for inclusion in
an attribute, in a href for example. You will need to escape all instances of '&' into
'&amp;'.

 Line 73, Column 90: reference to entity "station" for which no system
identifier could be generated

…ermart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P&station = 2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art…

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 73, Column 82: entity was defined here

…entart/permart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P & station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Pu…

 Line 73, Column 93: cannot generate system identifier for general entity

✉

✉

✉

✉

9/2/2010 [Invalid] Markup Validation of index.ht…
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"artist"

…art.html?agency=NYCT&line=P&station=2& a rtist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art Wo…

An entity reference was found in the document, but there is no reference by that name
defined. Often this is caused by misspelling the reference name, unencoded ampersands,
or by leaving off the trailing semicolon (;). The most common cause of this error is
unencoded ampersands in URLs as described by the WDG in "Ampersands in URLs".

Entity references start with an ampersand (&) and end with a semicolon (;). If you want to
use a literal ampersand in your document you must encode it as "&amp;" (even inside
URLs!). Be careful to end entity references with a semicolon or your entity reference may
get interpreted in connection with the following text. Also keep in mind that named entity
references are case-sensitive; &Aelig; and &aelig; are different characters.

If this error appears in some markup generated by PHP's session handling code, this
article has explanations and solutions to your problem.

Note that in most documents, errors related to entity references will trigger up to 5
separate messages from the Validator. Usually these will all disappear when the original
problem is fixed.

 Line 73, Column 93: general entity "artist" not defined and no default entity

…art.html?agency=NYCT&line=P&station=2& a rtist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art Wo…

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 73, Column 99: reference not terminated by REFC delimiter

…tml?agency=NYCT&line=P&station=2&artist = 1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art Work</a>

If you meant to include an entity that starts with "&", then you should terminate it with ";".
Another reason for this error message is that you inadvertently created an entity by failing
to escape an "&" character just before this text.

 Line 73, Column 99: reference to external entity in attribute value

…tml?agency=NYCT&line=P&station=2&artist = 1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art Work</a>

This is generally the sign of an ampersand that was not properly escaped for inclusion in
an attribute, in a href for example. You will need to escape all instances of '&' into
'&amp;'.

 Line 73, Column 99: reference to entity "artist" for which no system identifier

✉

✉

✉

✉

9/2/2010 [Invalid] Markup Validation of index.ht…
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could be generated

…tml?agency=NYCT&line=P&station=2&artist = 1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art Work</a>

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 73, Column 92: entity was defined here

…mart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P&station=2 & artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art W…

↑ TOP

Home  About...  News  Docs  Help & FAQ  Feedback  Contribute

This service runs the W3C Markup Validator, v1.1.
COPYRIGHT © 1994-2010 W3C® (MIT, ERCIM, KEIO), ALL RIGHTS
RESERVED. W3C LIABILITY, TRADEMARK, DOCUMENT USE AND

SOFTWARE LICENSING RULES APPLY. YOUR INTERACTIONS WITH THIS
SITE ARE IN ACCORDANCE WITH OUR PUBLIC AND MEMBER PRIVACY STATEMENTS.

✉

9/2/2010 [Invalid] Markup Validation of index.ht…
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Help on the options is available. Revalidate

 Markup Validation Service
Check the markup (HTML, XHTML, …)  of  Web documents

Jump To: Validation Output

Errors found while checking this document as XHTML 1.0 Strict!
Result: 8 Errors, 12 warning(s)

File :
gallery.htmChoose File

Use the file selection box above if you wish to re-validate the uploaded file
gallery.htm

Encoding : utf-8 (detect automatically)

Doctype : XHTML 1.0 Strict (detect automatically)

Root Element: html

Root Namespace: http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml

The W3C validators are hosted on server technology donated by

HP, and supported by community donations.

Donate and help us build better tools for a better web.

Options

Show Source
Show Outline

List Messages Sequentially  Group Error
Messages by Type

Validate error pages Verbose Output
Clean up Markup with HTML Tidy

↑ TOP

Validation Output: 8 Errors

 Line 86, Column 59: cannot generate system identifier for general entity

9/2/2010 [Invalid] Markup Validation of gallery.…

http://validator.w3.org/check 1/7



"GRid"

…findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr& G Rid=8870256">Roy Lichtenstein Bio Page<…

An entity reference was found in the document, but there is no reference by that name
defined. Often this is caused by misspelling the reference name, unencoded ampersands,
or by leaving off the trailing semicolon (;). The most common cause of this error is
unencoded ampersands in URLs as described by the WDG in "Ampersands in URLs".

Entity references start with an ampersand (&) and end with a semicolon (;). If you want to
use a literal ampersand in your document you must encode it as "&amp;" (even inside
URLs!). Be careful to end entity references with a semicolon or your entity reference may
get interpreted in connection with the following text. Also keep in mind that named entity
references are case-sensitive; &Aelig; and &aelig; are different characters.

If this error appears in some markup generated by PHP's session handling code, this
article has explanations and solutions to your problem.

Note that in most documents, errors related to entity references will trigger up to 5
separate messages from the Validator. Usually these will all disappear when the original
problem is fixed.

 Line 86, Column 59: general entity "GRid" not defined and no default entity

…findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr& G Rid=8870256">Roy Lichtenstein Bio Page<…

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 86, Column 63: reference not terminated by REFC delimiter

…ndagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid = 8870256">Roy Lichtenstein Bio Page</a>

If you meant to include an entity that starts with "&", then you should terminate it with ";".
Another reason for this error message is that you inadvertently created an entity by failing
to escape an "&" character just before this text.

 Line 86, Column 63: reference to external entity in attribute value

…ndagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid = 8870256">Roy Lichtenstein Bio Page</a>

This is generally the sign of an ampersand that was not properly escaped for inclusion in
an attribute, in a href for example. You will need to escape all instances of '&' into
'&amp;'.

 Line 86, Column 63: reference to entity "GRid" for which no system identifier

✉

✉

✉

✉

9/2/2010 [Invalid] Markup Validation of gallery.…
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could be generated

…ndagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid = 8870256">Roy Lichtenstein Bio Page</a>

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 86, Column 58: entity was defined here

….findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr & GRid=8870256">Roy Lichtenstein Bio Page…

 Line 92, Column 76: cannot generate system identifier for general entity
"line"

…permanentart/permart.html?agency=NYCT& l ine=P&station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenst…

An entity reference was found in the document, but there is no reference by that name
defined. Often this is caused by misspelling the reference name, unencoded ampersands,
or by leaving off the trailing semicolon (;). The most common cause of this error is
unencoded ampersands in URLs as described by the WDG in "Ampersands in URLs".

Entity references start with an ampersand (&) and end with a semicolon (;). If you want to
use a literal ampersand in your document you must encode it as "&amp;" (even inside
URLs!). Be careful to end entity references with a semicolon or your entity reference may
get interpreted in connection with the following text. Also keep in mind that named entity
references are case-sensitive; &Aelig; and &aelig; are different characters.

If this error appears in some markup generated by PHP's session handling code, this
article has explanations and solutions to your problem.

Note that in most documents, errors related to entity references will trigger up to 5
separate messages from the Validator. Usually these will all disappear when the original
problem is fixed.

 Line 92, Column 76: general entity "line" not defined and no default entity

…permanentart/permart.html?agency=NYCT& l ine=P&station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenst…

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 92, Column 80: reference not terminated by REFC delimiter

…anentart/permart.html?agency=NYCT&line = P&station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein …

✉

✉

✉

✉
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If you meant to include an entity that starts with "&", then you should terminate it with ";".
Another reason for this error message is that you inadvertently created an entity by failing
to escape an "&" character just before this text.

 Line 92, Column 80: reference to external entity in attribute value

…anentart/permart.html?agency=NYCT&line = P&station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein …

This is generally the sign of an ampersand that was not properly escaped for inclusion in
an attribute, in a href for example. You will need to escape all instances of '&' into
'&amp;'.

 Line 92, Column 80: reference to entity "line" for which no system identifier
could be generated

…anentart/permart.html?agency=NYCT&line = P&station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein …

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 92, Column 75: entity was defined here

…/permanentart/permart.html?agency=NYCT & line=P&station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtens…

 Line 92, Column 83: cannot generate system identifier for general entity
"station"

…ntart/permart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P& station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Pub…

An entity reference was found in the document, but there is no reference by that name
defined. Often this is caused by misspelling the reference name, unencoded ampersands,
or by leaving off the trailing semicolon (;). The most common cause of this error is
unencoded ampersands in URLs as described by the WDG in "Ampersands in URLs".

Entity references start with an ampersand (&) and end with a semicolon (;). If you want to
use a literal ampersand in your document you must encode it as "&amp;" (even inside
URLs!). Be careful to end entity references with a semicolon or your entity reference may
get interpreted in connection with the following text. Also keep in mind that named entity
references are case-sensitive; &Aelig; and &aelig; are different characters.

If this error appears in some markup generated by PHP's session handling code, this
article has explanations and solutions to your problem.

Note that in most documents, errors related to entity references will trigger up to 5
separate messages from the Validator. Usually these will all disappear when the original
problem is fixed.

✉

✉

✉
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 Line 92, Column 83: general entity "station" not defined and no default entity

…ntart/permart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P& station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Pub…

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 92, Column 90: reference not terminated by REFC delimiter

…ermart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P&station = 2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art…

If you meant to include an entity that starts with "&", then you should terminate it with ";".
Another reason for this error message is that you inadvertently created an entity by failing
to escape an "&" character just before this text.

 Line 92, Column 90: reference to external entity in attribute value

…ermart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P&station = 2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art…

This is generally the sign of an ampersand that was not properly escaped for inclusion in
an attribute, in a href for example. You will need to escape all instances of '&' into
'&amp;'.

 Line 92, Column 90: reference to entity "station" for which no system
identifier could be generated

…ermart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P&station = 2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art…

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 92, Column 82: entity was defined here

…entart/permart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P & station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Pu…

 Line 92, Column 93: cannot generate system identifier for general entity
"artist"

✉

✉

✉

✉

✉
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…art.html?agency=NYCT&line=P&station=2& a rtist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art Wo…

An entity reference was found in the document, but there is no reference by that name
defined. Often this is caused by misspelling the reference name, unencoded ampersands,
or by leaving off the trailing semicolon (;). The most common cause of this error is
unencoded ampersands in URLs as described by the WDG in "Ampersands in URLs".

Entity references start with an ampersand (&) and end with a semicolon (;). If you want to
use a literal ampersand in your document you must encode it as "&amp;" (even inside
URLs!). Be careful to end entity references with a semicolon or your entity reference may
get interpreted in connection with the following text. Also keep in mind that named entity
references are case-sensitive; &Aelig; and &aelig; are different characters.

If this error appears in some markup generated by PHP's session handling code, this
article has explanations and solutions to your problem.

Note that in most documents, errors related to entity references will trigger up to 5
separate messages from the Validator. Usually these will all disappear when the original
problem is fixed.

 Line 92, Column 93: general entity "artist" not defined and no default entity

…art.html?agency=NYCT&line=P&station=2& a rtist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art Wo…

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 92, Column 99: reference not terminated by REFC delimiter

…tml?agency=NYCT&line=P&station=2&artist = 1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art Work</a>

If you meant to include an entity that starts with "&", then you should terminate it with ";".
Another reason for this error message is that you inadvertently created an entity by failing
to escape an "&" character just before this text.

 Line 92, Column 99: reference to external entity in attribute value

…tml?agency=NYCT&line=P&station=2&artist = 1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art Work</a>

This is generally the sign of an ampersand that was not properly escaped for inclusion in
an attribute, in a href for example. You will need to escape all instances of '&' into
'&amp;'.

 Line 92, Column 99: reference to entity "artist" for which no system identifier
could be generated

✉

✉

✉

✉
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…tml?agency=NYCT&line=P&station=2&artist = 1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art Work</a>

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 92, Column 92: entity was defined here

…mart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P&station=2 & artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art W…

↑ TOP
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Help on the options is available. Revalidate

 Markup Validation Service
Check the markup (HTML, XHTML, …)  of  Web documents

Jump To: Validation Output

Errors found while checking this document as XHTML 1.0 Strict!
Result: 8 Errors, 12 warning(s)

File :
bio.htmChoose File

Use the file selection box above if you wish to re-validate the uploaded file
bio.htm

Encoding : utf-8 (detect automatically)

Doctype : XHTML 1.0 Strict (detect automatically)

Root Element: html

Root Namespace: http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml

The W3C CSS validator is developed with assistance from the

Mozilla Foundation, and supported by community donations.

Donate and help us build better tools for a better web.

Options

Show Source
Show Outline

List Messages Sequentially  Group Error
Messages by Type

Validate error pages Verbose Output
Clean up Markup with HTML Tidy

↑ TOP

Validation Output: 8 Errors

 Line 131, Column 59: cannot generate system identifier for general entity
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"GRid"

…findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr& G Rid=8870256">Roy Lichtenstein Bio Page<…

An entity reference was found in the document, but there is no reference by that name
defined. Often this is caused by misspelling the reference name, unencoded ampersands,
or by leaving off the trailing semicolon (;). The most common cause of this error is
unencoded ampersands in URLs as described by the WDG in "Ampersands in URLs".

Entity references start with an ampersand (&) and end with a semicolon (;). If you want to
use a literal ampersand in your document you must encode it as "&amp;" (even inside
URLs!). Be careful to end entity references with a semicolon or your entity reference may
get interpreted in connection with the following text. Also keep in mind that named entity
references are case-sensitive; &Aelig; and &aelig; are different characters.

If this error appears in some markup generated by PHP's session handling code, this
article has explanations and solutions to your problem.

Note that in most documents, errors related to entity references will trigger up to 5
separate messages from the Validator. Usually these will all disappear when the original
problem is fixed.

 Line 131, Column 59: general entity "GRid" not defined and no default entity

…findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr& G Rid=8870256">Roy Lichtenstein Bio Page<…

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 131, Column 63: reference not terminated by REFC delimiter

…ndagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid = 8870256">Roy Lichtenstein Bio Page</a>

If you meant to include an entity that starts with "&", then you should terminate it with ";".
Another reason for this error message is that you inadvertently created an entity by failing
to escape an "&" character just before this text.

 Line 131, Column 63: reference to external entity in attribute value

…ndagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid = 8870256">Roy Lichtenstein Bio Page</a>

This is generally the sign of an ampersand that was not properly escaped for inclusion in
an attribute, in a href for example. You will need to escape all instances of '&' into
'&amp;'.

 Line 131, Column 63: reference to entity "GRid" for which no system

✉

✉

✉

✉
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identifier could be generated

…ndagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid = 8870256">Roy Lichtenstein Bio Page</a>

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 131, Column 58: entity was defined here

….findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr & GRid=8870256">Roy Lichtenstein Bio Page…

 Line 137, Column 76: cannot generate system identifier for general entity
"line"

…permanentart/permart.html?agency=NYCT& l ine=P&station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenst…

An entity reference was found in the document, but there is no reference by that name
defined. Often this is caused by misspelling the reference name, unencoded ampersands,
or by leaving off the trailing semicolon (;). The most common cause of this error is
unencoded ampersands in URLs as described by the WDG in "Ampersands in URLs".

Entity references start with an ampersand (&) and end with a semicolon (;). If you want to
use a literal ampersand in your document you must encode it as "&amp;" (even inside
URLs!). Be careful to end entity references with a semicolon or your entity reference may
get interpreted in connection with the following text. Also keep in mind that named entity
references are case-sensitive; &Aelig; and &aelig; are different characters.

If this error appears in some markup generated by PHP's session handling code, this
article has explanations and solutions to your problem.

Note that in most documents, errors related to entity references will trigger up to 5
separate messages from the Validator. Usually these will all disappear when the original
problem is fixed.

 Line 137, Column 76: general entity "line" not defined and no default entity

…permanentart/permart.html?agency=NYCT& l ine=P&station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenst…

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 137, Column 80: reference not terminated by REFC delimiter

…anentart/permart.html?agency=NYCT&line = P&station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein …

✉

✉

✉

✉
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If you meant to include an entity that starts with "&", then you should terminate it with ";".
Another reason for this error message is that you inadvertently created an entity by failing
to escape an "&" character just before this text.

 Line 137, Column 80: reference to external entity in attribute value

…anentart/permart.html?agency=NYCT&line = P&station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein …

This is generally the sign of an ampersand that was not properly escaped for inclusion in
an attribute, in a href for example. You will need to escape all instances of '&' into
'&amp;'.

 Line 137, Column 80: reference to entity "line" for which no system identifier
could be generated

…anentart/permart.html?agency=NYCT&line = P&station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein …

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 137, Column 75: entity was defined here

…/permanentart/permart.html?agency=NYCT & line=P&station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtens…

 Line 137, Column 83: cannot generate system identifier for general entity
"station"

…ntart/permart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P& station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Pub…

An entity reference was found in the document, but there is no reference by that name
defined. Often this is caused by misspelling the reference name, unencoded ampersands,
or by leaving off the trailing semicolon (;). The most common cause of this error is
unencoded ampersands in URLs as described by the WDG in "Ampersands in URLs".

Entity references start with an ampersand (&) and end with a semicolon (;). If you want to
use a literal ampersand in your document you must encode it as "&amp;" (even inside
URLs!). Be careful to end entity references with a semicolon or your entity reference may
get interpreted in connection with the following text. Also keep in mind that named entity
references are case-sensitive; &Aelig; and &aelig; are different characters.

If this error appears in some markup generated by PHP's session handling code, this
article has explanations and solutions to your problem.

Note that in most documents, errors related to entity references will trigger up to 5
separate messages from the Validator. Usually these will all disappear when the original
problem is fixed.

✉

✉

✉
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 Line 137, Column 83: general entity "station" not defined and no default
entity

…ntart/permart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P& station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Pub…

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 137, Column 90: reference not terminated by REFC delimiter

…ermart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P&station = 2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art…

If you meant to include an entity that starts with "&", then you should terminate it with ";".
Another reason for this error message is that you inadvertently created an entity by failing
to escape an "&" character just before this text.

 Line 137, Column 90: reference to external entity in attribute value

…ermart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P&station = 2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art…

This is generally the sign of an ampersand that was not properly escaped for inclusion in
an attribute, in a href for example. You will need to escape all instances of '&' into
'&amp;'.

 Line 137, Column 90: reference to entity "station" for which no system
identifier could be generated

…ermart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P&station = 2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art…

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 137, Column 82: entity was defined here

…entart/permart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P & station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Pu…

 Line 137, Column 93: cannot generate system identifier for general entity

✉

✉

✉

✉
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"artist"

…art.html?agency=NYCT&line=P&station=2& a rtist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art Wo…

An entity reference was found in the document, but there is no reference by that name
defined. Often this is caused by misspelling the reference name, unencoded ampersands,
or by leaving off the trailing semicolon (;). The most common cause of this error is
unencoded ampersands in URLs as described by the WDG in "Ampersands in URLs".

Entity references start with an ampersand (&) and end with a semicolon (;). If you want to
use a literal ampersand in your document you must encode it as "&amp;" (even inside
URLs!). Be careful to end entity references with a semicolon or your entity reference may
get interpreted in connection with the following text. Also keep in mind that named entity
references are case-sensitive; &Aelig; and &aelig; are different characters.

If this error appears in some markup generated by PHP's session handling code, this
article has explanations and solutions to your problem.

Note that in most documents, errors related to entity references will trigger up to 5
separate messages from the Validator. Usually these will all disappear when the original
problem is fixed.

 Line 137, Column 93: general entity "artist" not defined and no default entity

…art.html?agency=NYCT&line=P&station=2& a rtist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art Wo…

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 137, Column 99: reference not terminated by REFC delimiter

…tml?agency=NYCT&line=P&station=2&artist = 1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art Work</a>

If you meant to include an entity that starts with "&", then you should terminate it with ";".
Another reason for this error message is that you inadvertently created an entity by failing
to escape an "&" character just before this text.

 Line 137, Column 99: reference to external entity in attribute value

…tml?agency=NYCT&line=P&station=2&artist = 1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art Work</a>

This is generally the sign of an ampersand that was not properly escaped for inclusion in
an attribute, in a href for example. You will need to escape all instances of '&' into
'&amp;'.

 Line 137, Column 99: reference to entity "artist" for which no system

✉

✉

✉

✉
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identifier could be generated

…tml?agency=NYCT&line=P&station=2&artist = 1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art Work</a>

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 137, Column 92: entity was defined here

…mart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P&station=2 & artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art W…

↑ TOP
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Help on the options is available. Revalidate

 Markup Validation Service
Check the markup (HTML, XHTML, …)  of  Web documents

Jump To: Validation Output

Errors found while checking this document as XHTML 1.0 Strict!
Result: 8 Errors, 12 warning(s)

File :
contact.htmChoose File

Use the file selection box above if you wish to re-validate the uploaded file
contact.htm

Encoding : utf-8 (detect automatically)

Doctype : XHTML 1.0 Strict (detect automatically)

Root Element: html

Root Namespace: http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml

The W3C validators rely on community support for hosting and

development.

Donate and help us build better tools for a better web.

Options

Show Source
Show Outline

List Messages Sequentially  Group Error
Messages by Type

Validate error pages Verbose Output
Clean up Markup with HTML Tidy

↑ TOP

Validation Output: 8 Errors

 Line 76, Column 59: cannot generate system identifier for general entity
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"GRid"

…findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr& G Rid=8870256">Roy Lichtenstein Bio Page<…

An entity reference was found in the document, but there is no reference by that name
defined. Often this is caused by misspelling the reference name, unencoded ampersands,
or by leaving off the trailing semicolon (;). The most common cause of this error is
unencoded ampersands in URLs as described by the WDG in "Ampersands in URLs".

Entity references start with an ampersand (&) and end with a semicolon (;). If you want to
use a literal ampersand in your document you must encode it as "&amp;" (even inside
URLs!). Be careful to end entity references with a semicolon or your entity reference may
get interpreted in connection with the following text. Also keep in mind that named entity
references are case-sensitive; &Aelig; and &aelig; are different characters.

If this error appears in some markup generated by PHP's session handling code, this
article has explanations and solutions to your problem.

Note that in most documents, errors related to entity references will trigger up to 5
separate messages from the Validator. Usually these will all disappear when the original
problem is fixed.

 Line 76, Column 59: general entity "GRid" not defined and no default entity

…findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr& G Rid=8870256">Roy Lichtenstein Bio Page<…

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 76, Column 63: reference not terminated by REFC delimiter

…ndagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid = 8870256">Roy Lichtenstein Bio Page</a>

If you meant to include an entity that starts with "&", then you should terminate it with ";".
Another reason for this error message is that you inadvertently created an entity by failing
to escape an "&" character just before this text.

 Line 76, Column 63: reference to external entity in attribute value

…ndagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid = 8870256">Roy Lichtenstein Bio Page</a>

This is generally the sign of an ampersand that was not properly escaped for inclusion in
an attribute, in a href for example. You will need to escape all instances of '&' into
'&amp;'.

 Line 76, Column 63: reference to entity "GRid" for which no system identifier

✉

✉

✉

✉
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could be generated

…ndagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid = 8870256">Roy Lichtenstein Bio Page</a>

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 76, Column 58: entity was defined here

….findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr & GRid=8870256">Roy Lichtenstein Bio Page…

 Line 82, Column 76: cannot generate system identifier for general entity
"line"

…permanentart/permart.html?agency=NYCT& l ine=P&station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenst…

An entity reference was found in the document, but there is no reference by that name
defined. Often this is caused by misspelling the reference name, unencoded ampersands,
or by leaving off the trailing semicolon (;). The most common cause of this error is
unencoded ampersands in URLs as described by the WDG in "Ampersands in URLs".

Entity references start with an ampersand (&) and end with a semicolon (;). If you want to
use a literal ampersand in your document you must encode it as "&amp;" (even inside
URLs!). Be careful to end entity references with a semicolon or your entity reference may
get interpreted in connection with the following text. Also keep in mind that named entity
references are case-sensitive; &Aelig; and &aelig; are different characters.

If this error appears in some markup generated by PHP's session handling code, this
article has explanations and solutions to your problem.

Note that in most documents, errors related to entity references will trigger up to 5
separate messages from the Validator. Usually these will all disappear when the original
problem is fixed.

 Line 82, Column 76: general entity "line" not defined and no default entity

…permanentart/permart.html?agency=NYCT& l ine=P&station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenst…

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 82, Column 80: reference not terminated by REFC delimiter

…anentart/permart.html?agency=NYCT&line = P&station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein …

✉

✉

✉

✉
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If you meant to include an entity that starts with "&", then you should terminate it with ";".
Another reason for this error message is that you inadvertently created an entity by failing
to escape an "&" character just before this text.

 Line 82, Column 80: reference to external entity in attribute value

…anentart/permart.html?agency=NYCT&line = P&station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein …

This is generally the sign of an ampersand that was not properly escaped for inclusion in
an attribute, in a href for example. You will need to escape all instances of '&' into
'&amp;'.

 Line 82, Column 80: reference to entity "line" for which no system identifier
could be generated

…anentart/permart.html?agency=NYCT&line = P&station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein …

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 82, Column 75: entity was defined here

…/permanentart/permart.html?agency=NYCT & line=P&station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtens…

 Line 82, Column 83: cannot generate system identifier for general entity
"station"

…ntart/permart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P& station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Pub…

An entity reference was found in the document, but there is no reference by that name
defined. Often this is caused by misspelling the reference name, unencoded ampersands,
or by leaving off the trailing semicolon (;). The most common cause of this error is
unencoded ampersands in URLs as described by the WDG in "Ampersands in URLs".

Entity references start with an ampersand (&) and end with a semicolon (;). If you want to
use a literal ampersand in your document you must encode it as "&amp;" (even inside
URLs!). Be careful to end entity references with a semicolon or your entity reference may
get interpreted in connection with the following text. Also keep in mind that named entity
references are case-sensitive; &Aelig; and &aelig; are different characters.

If this error appears in some markup generated by PHP's session handling code, this
article has explanations and solutions to your problem.

Note that in most documents, errors related to entity references will trigger up to 5
separate messages from the Validator. Usually these will all disappear when the original
problem is fixed.

✉

✉

✉
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 Line 82, Column 83: general entity "station" not defined and no default entity

…ntart/permart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P& station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Pub…

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 82, Column 90: reference not terminated by REFC delimiter

…ermart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P&station = 2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art…

If you meant to include an entity that starts with "&", then you should terminate it with ";".
Another reason for this error message is that you inadvertently created an entity by failing
to escape an "&" character just before this text.

 Line 82, Column 90: reference to external entity in attribute value

…ermart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P&station = 2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art…

This is generally the sign of an ampersand that was not properly escaped for inclusion in
an attribute, in a href for example. You will need to escape all instances of '&' into
'&amp;'.

 Line 82, Column 90: reference to entity "station" for which no system
identifier could be generated

…ermart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P&station = 2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art…

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 82, Column 82: entity was defined here

…entart/permart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P & station=2&artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Pu…

 Line 82, Column 93: cannot generate system identifier for general entity
"artist"

✉

✉

✉

✉

✉
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…art.html?agency=NYCT&line=P&station=2& a rtist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art Wo…

An entity reference was found in the document, but there is no reference by that name
defined. Often this is caused by misspelling the reference name, unencoded ampersands,
or by leaving off the trailing semicolon (;). The most common cause of this error is
unencoded ampersands in URLs as described by the WDG in "Ampersands in URLs".

Entity references start with an ampersand (&) and end with a semicolon (;). If you want to
use a literal ampersand in your document you must encode it as "&amp;" (even inside
URLs!). Be careful to end entity references with a semicolon or your entity reference may
get interpreted in connection with the following text. Also keep in mind that named entity
references are case-sensitive; &Aelig; and &aelig; are different characters.

If this error appears in some markup generated by PHP's session handling code, this
article has explanations and solutions to your problem.

Note that in most documents, errors related to entity references will trigger up to 5
separate messages from the Validator. Usually these will all disappear when the original
problem is fixed.

 Line 82, Column 93: general entity "artist" not defined and no default entity

…art.html?agency=NYCT&line=P&station=2& a rtist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art Wo…

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 82, Column 99: reference not terminated by REFC delimiter

…tml?agency=NYCT&line=P&station=2&artist = 1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art Work</a>

If you meant to include an entity that starts with "&", then you should terminate it with ";".
Another reason for this error message is that you inadvertently created an entity by failing
to escape an "&" character just before this text.

 Line 82, Column 99: reference to external entity in attribute value

…tml?agency=NYCT&line=P&station=2&artist = 1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art Work</a>

This is generally the sign of an ampersand that was not properly escaped for inclusion in
an attribute, in a href for example. You will need to escape all instances of '&' into
'&amp;'.

 Line 82, Column 99: reference to entity "artist" for which no system identifier
could be generated

✉

✉

✉

✉
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…tml?agency=NYCT&line=P&station=2&artist = 1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art Work</a>

This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an
unencoded ampersand (&) in an URL or body text. See the previous message for further
details.

 Line 82, Column 92: entity was defined here

…mart.html?agency=NYCT&line=P&station=2 & artist=1">Roy Lichtenstein Public Art W…
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